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Context and Objectives

Results – Importance of the human expertize

Results – Reliability

An analog approach was developed by Hydro-Québec to produce ensembles of
streamflow forecasts. This approach has been used operationally since the 70’s.
The goal of this study are to:
• Compare different bias correction and post-processing strategies to improve
ensemble streamflow forecasts;
• Re-evaluate (c.f. Evora et al., 2005) the possibility of using meteorological
ensemble forecasts instead of analogs to obtain ensembles of streamflow
forecasts;
• Assess the importance of human expertise in the forecasting process.

Figure 5. An example of reliability diagram at 9-day lead time for La Grande 4 and Outardes-4 after postprocessing (various methods).
Figure 2. CRPS Skill Score (left) and difference in ignorance score (right) for analog forecasts, as a
function of lead-time. The reference is the non-Expertized analog forecast. CRPS skill score: the
higher, the better, A negative delta ignorance score represents a loss of information between
Expertized and Non-Expertized forecasts.

Methodology
1. Modeling
• Meteorological forecasts from three different atmospheric models (only
ECMWF’s are shown on this poster)
• Precip and temperature, 2011-2013
• 50 members
• 1- to 9-day horizon, 6-hour time step aggregated to daily time step.
• Lumped conceptual model HSAMI (Fortin, 2000)
2. Post-processing
Results
• Bias correction
• Separately for each forecasting horizon OR averaged
• Separately for different streamflow magnitude (deciles) OR averaged
• Weighted Kernel Dressing (WKD, Fortin et al., 2006)
3. Performance assessment using a leave-one-out cross validation
• Skill score (CRPS) and Ignorance
• Reliability diagram
4. Test bed
• 3 watersheds used
for hydro-power production

Results – Post-processing
Figure 6. Reliability
diagrams for Raw and
Expertized analog forecasts

Figure 3. CRPS Skill Scores for streamflow forecasts based on meteorological ensembles from the ECMWF as a function of
lead-time for the three watersheds shown in Figure 1 and for different bias-correction and post-processing strategies.

Figure 1. Geographical location of Baskatong, La-Grande 4
and Outardes-4 in the province of Quebec, Canada.

Figure 4. Information gain between hydrological ensembles based on meteorological forecasts from ECMWF and nonExpertized analog forecasts as a function of lead-time for the three watersheds under study. A positive delta ignorance score
implies that analogs are more informative than forecasts based on meteorological ensembles.
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Conclusions
• Post-processing (WKD) successfully improves over raw streamflow
forecasts based on meteorological forecasts…
• …but analog forecasts are superior in terms of both CRPS and
ignorance scores, at least for short lead-times.
• WKD can handle bias correction on its own. Additional separate bias
correction is risky.
• None of the forecasting systems tested herein is reliable
• Structural uncertainty (hydrol. model) and initial condition
uncertainty not accounted for.
• Ensembles based on raw meteorological forecasts are (a little bit) more
reliable than raw analogs
Future work:
• Comparison with raw Grand Ensemble and with Bayesian Model
Averaging
• Precip and temperature forecasts from three agencies: ECMWF,
NCEP and MSC.
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Introduction
High temperature episodes are known to increase stress on aquatic organisms
such as salmonids [1]. In some hydrological systems where dams have altered
natural flows, thermal management strategies have been implemented to
protect aquatic communities while maintaining socio-economic benefits
delivered by freshwater resources. One such strategy is the release of cool water
from an upstream reservoir to protect local fish populations from high water
temperatures. These releases are often based on short term water temperature
forecasts [2]. These forecasts are subject to various sources of uncertainty
known to affect the precision of thermal models. Despite having some
knowledge about these uncertainties, there individual impact on water
temperature forecasts remains poorly understood [3,4].
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Table 1. MCRPS, MAE and Brier scores for both sets of forecasts

Operational Thermal Constraint
• July 20th – August 20th
• Sockeye salmon run
• Temperature threshold: 20°C
• Travel time of 5 days
Important Dimensions
• Sub-basin: 15000 km2
• Distance between spillway and
constraint : 260 km
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Figure 2. Nechako drainage basin

Results

Objectives
1. Produce daily ensemble water temperature forecasts for a 5 day lead-time.

Median

0.4°C

1.3°C

2. Characterize uncertainty induced to the water temperature forecasts by
meteorological inputs.
3. Compare the performances of the ensemble water temperature forecasts to
archived deterministic water temperature forecasts.
Figure 5. Reliability plots for all five forecasting horizons of water temperature.
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Conclusions
Figure 3. Box plots of the ensemble spreads for lead times of 1 to 5 days (all years)

Hydrological Model Inputs:
• Physiographic data
• Air temperature
• Total precipitation
Thermal
Model
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Figure 1. Forecasting framework of discharge and water
temperature.

• Uncertainty of meteorological inputs propagated within the forecasting
framework
• Better performances of the ensemble forecasts for longer lead-times

Thermal Model Inputs:
• Net solar radiation
• Wind speed
• Air vapour pressure
• Cloud cover
• Air Temperature

• Reliability improved with lead-time
Future work:
Uncertain initial conditions: data assimilation
Structural uncertainty: multi-module

Weather Forecasts:
• Canadian Meteorological Center
• 20 members
• Extracted from TIGGE portal
Performance criteria:
• CRPS/MAE [5]
• Brier score [6]
• Reliability plot [7]

• First step towards building a simple framework to include uncertainty in
water temperature forecasting
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Figure 4. Ensemble and deterministic water temperature forecasts for a five day lead time A) 2009,
B) 2010, C) 2013 and D) 2014.
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